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Introduction

• What do traditional compression 
techniques do?

• JPEG and JPEG2000: compress a single 
image, by exploiting the local self-similarity 
within one image.



Introduction

• What does our approach do?

• Ours: compresses a set of images, by 
using the similarity and repetition within
and among them. 
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Our Approach: Epitome Transform 
Coding

• Overall Framework of Our Approach
• Epitome Learning and Reconstruction
• Epitome Encoding
• Transform Map Encoding
• Residual Processing and Encoding



Overall Workflow of Our Approach (1)

(1)



Overall Workflow of Our Approach (2)

(2)



• Learning the epitome E of a collection of images {Ii}, 
and doing the reconstruction via E and the associated 
transform map {Φi}. 

• Then the bitstream of entropy-encoded epitome, 
transform maps, and residuals, can be transmitted 
with bandwidth saving and economic storage.

• The transmitted bitstream will be decoded for the final 
rendering.

Overall Workflow of Our Approach (3)



• An epitome is a condensed image of parameters that 
specifies a generative model of patches taken from 
input images.

• It contains high-order statistics of the texture and 
shape properties of the input images. 

• A !"×$" epitome can be viewed as a mixture of 
!"×$" Gaussians.

What is the Epitome? (1)



What is the Epitome? (2)

• The epitome is learned so that if small patches are 
sampled in an unordered fashion from it, they will have 
nearly the same appearance as patches sampled from 
the original input image.
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What is the Epitome? (3)

• An image (a) is epitomized in the texture (b). (c) is the 
reconstructed image using the mappings that map a 
patch in (a) to a patch in (b). In (d) to (f), some of the 
learned mappings are shown.
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Epitome Learning and Reconstruction (1)

• Given a set of image patches {Xi}, EM algorithm iteratively 
maximizes the log-probability:

• It describes that {Xi} were generated from the epitome E, based 
on the posterior distribution of transform mapping Φj

• The posterior will be calculated in the current E step of EM, and 
be used for the next EM iteration, illustrated in the following table.



Epitome Learning and Reconstruction (2)



Epitome Learning and Reconstruction (3)



Epitome Encoding (1)

• For accuracy calculation, all parameters are represented 
as 64-bit floating numbers. 

• In order to reduce the overhead of our approach, the 
learned epitome is encoded as 8-bit integers and saved 
as JPEG and/or PNG images.



• Obtains small file size and good reconstruction quality 
evaluated in terms of PSNR.

Epitome Encoding (2)



Transform Map Encoding

• The transform maps, consisting of (b) column indices, 
and (c) row indices, are spatially redundant and similar 
to the input image (a).



Residual Processing and Encoding (1)

• Residual is the difference between the input images and 
the epitomic reconstructions.

• To encode and compress the residual is important to 
achieve large compression ration, as well as high 
reconstruction quality. 

• Thresholding and quantizing are involved.



Residual Processing and Encoding (2)



Experiments -- Dataset



Experiments -- Result (1)



Experiments -- Result (2)



C++ Code



Summary
• By exploiting the similarity and repetition of shape and texture within 

and among images, we have presented an effective multi-image 
compression approach, which works well at high compression rates 
for the images in our dataset, and even at low bit rate for some 
image categories in the dataset. 

• Appropriate encoding and decoding of the epitome and transform 
maps, makes our approach outperform JPEG,  when the 
compression bit rate is larger than 0.8-1.0 bits per pixel. 

• When the number of images increase to some extend, the 
compression performance will be also improved.



Future Work

• Improve the epitomic reconstruction quality, by 
introducing more sophisticated transform which 
incorporates intensity variation and geometric 
deformation.

• Further efficiently encoding the transform mapping.

• Accelerate the epitome learning using GPU.

• Apply our approach to video compression.


